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1. GAME SOFTWARE
1.1 INTRODUCTION
STREET HOP is a modern arcade video game which reborn from a traditional game,
STREET HOP. It may be a great childhood memory for many people.The kids & youngsters
still like to play this game recently. The arcade game is based on the theme of space with
great graphics and colourful lights. The players need to hop fast & accurately by following
the steps shown on the game. It allows both single player and double players, which the
kids can share fun with their friends and families.

1.2 FEATURES
 ARCADE VIDEO GAME REBORN FROM FAMOUS TRADITIONAL GAME
 SEMI-MECHANICAL WITH SCREENS & PEDALS
 GREAT & ATTRACTIVE GRAPHICS
 COLORFUL OUTLOOK & CONTENTS
 CONTROLED LIGHT EFFECTS SYNC WITH GAMES
 MULTIPLE SPACE BACKGROUNDS
 SINGLE PLAYER/DOUBLE PLAYERS GAME
 REDEMPTION GAME WITH JACKPOT

1.3 HOW TO PLAY
1.3.1 REGULATIONS
- The step-board(s) is(are) set on the ground in front of the video game.
- After inserting coins, the game will be started. For the single player machine, the player is
only allowed to play the game in single. For the dual-player machine, the players are
allowed to play the game in single or together.

FOR THE DUAL-PLAYER MACHINE:
- For the dual-player machine, Single player mode or Two players mode can be selected
freely by footstep on the step-board, and pressed the button to confirm.
- If one player has selected & confirmed the Two players mode, however, another player still
hasn’t completed, the previous player will enter the waiting moment until the completion
from the others. If the time of waiting moment is up without completion from the others,
the single player mode will be entered automatically.
FOR THE SINGLE-PLAYER MACHINE:
- Only Single player mode is allowed in the single-player machine, and the game will be
started after inserting the coins & pressing the button.

SINGLE-PLAYER MACHINE

DUAL-PLAYER MACHINE

- After the selection & confirmation, the practice will be started. The practice is useful for
some new players, the main game will start after the finish of the practice or practice time is
up.
- In the main game, if the players step on the right direction on the step-board according to
the virtual steps shown on the video games, the hops are valid & the scores are gained.
Otherwise, any wrong step won’t be counted into the scores.
- If the player complete all the hops in video game or the time is up, the game of this stage
will be completed, and the scores will be counted. The scores will change into redemption
tickets for the players finally.

FOR SINGLE-PLAYER MODE:
- If the score meets the minimum requirement in this stage, next stage will be open for the
players to challenge. JACKPOT prize will be won by the players after challenging the last
stage successfully.

FOR TWO PLAYERS MODE:
- The game will be end if one of the player completes all the hops, or time is up. Both scores
will be counted at the end of game. The player getting higher score will win the game, and
another player will loss the game.
- Two players mode is for battle purpose only instead of challenging the Jackpot prize, and
the background will be random for each battle.
- After the battle, the players are freely to choose back to the main page or continue the
battle again.

1.3.2 SOFTWARE DETAILS
START GAME:
- Insert the coins
- Press the button to start the game

THE MODE:
(DUAL-PLAYER MACHINE)
- Step on the step-board to select the mode
- Step on the right to select double player
mode
- Step on the left to select single player
mode
- Press button to start the game after
selection
(SINGLE-PLAYER MACHINE)
- Press button directly to start the game

PRACTICE:
- Practice for all players before the main
game
- Learn how to hop left/right/middle with
single leg and both legs

START OF THE GAME:
- The main game will start after the practice
with audio “READY, GO!”
- Virtual steps will shown on video games

OTHER DETAILS:
A:
- Your score gained real-time
- Accumulated throughout 3 stages
B: (Can be set in back-end)
- The highest score of this game throughout
3 stages
- It is the jackpot score also at the same
time.
C:
- The number of steps which you are
stepping on
D:
- 3 stages in the game totally
- The icons will light on when the stages are
completed successfully one by one
- Jackpot icon will light on when all stages
are completed successfully
E:
- 5 golden coins totally in each stage
- 1 golden coin will be collected for every 16
pedals/footsteps
- It can encourage the players to hop faster
and more accurately to collect the coins

- It can also tell you which location you are in
this stage.
F:
- The time counting
- It appears on the selection, practice, main
game and continuation of coins
G:
- The number of coins which the players
have inserted
TIME’S UP
- The game will stop when the time is up and
the players haven’t completed all the steps

STAR & COINS:
- Stars & coins are placed at the last step of
every 16 steps
- 5 stars & coins totally in each stage
- It acts as a milestone of the game for each
stage
- The coins will be collected after stepping on
it successfully
(Other information is shown above)
SCORE COUNTING:
- The total score will be counted and shown
at the end of the game
- Congratulations!
- The score of each step can be set in the
back-end

TICKET COUNTING:
- The total number of tickets won will be
counted after the score counting
- The ratio of the score & the number of
tickets won can be set in the back-end

WAITING (DOUBLE-PLAYER MODE):
- After selecting and pressing the button to
confirm the double-player mode, the player
needs to wait for another player done the
same process before the game start.
- If another player hasn’t selected & pressed
the button to confirm the mode, single
mode will be started automatically after the
waiting time is up
WIN (DOUBLE-PLAYER MODE):
- The player with higher score will win the
game

FAIL (DOUBLE-PLAYER MODE):
- The player with lower score will loss the
game

DRAW (DOUBLE-PLAYER MODE):
- The game will be draw if both players got
the same score

JACKPOT (SINGLE-PLAYER MODE):
- Three stages are completed and hit the
highest score (JACKPOT Score), and win the
jackpot prize

ENVIRONMENTS
- 3 types of environment with the theme of
space
- The environment will change from stage 1
to stage 3 in single-player mode
- The environment is random in
double-player mode

2. STEP BOARD
2.1 STEP BOARD DETAILS
- Step boards are placed on the ground in front of the arcade machine
- It detects the position of hop by IR-sensors setting around the step board

HOW TO HOP IN THE RIGHT WAY:
- The player should hop on the left when left step comes, otherwise it will count into the
miss

Virtual step on the left (Screen)

Foot step on the left (Step Board)
- The player should hop on the right when right step comes, otherwise it will count into
the miss

Virtual step on the right (Screen)

Foot step on the right (Step Board)
- The player should hop in the middle when middle step comes, otherwise it will count

into the miss

Virtual step in the middle (Screen)

Foot step in the middle (Step Board)
- The player should hop on both left and right at the same moment when right & left
steps come, otherwise, it will count into the miss

Virtual steps on both right and left (Screen)

Foot step on both right and left (Step Board)

3. SETUP SETTING
3.1 SETUP MAIN MENU

MAIN MENU
Basic Setting (SHOWN BELOW)

Some basic settings

Game Setting (SHOWN BELOW)

Some game settings

Input Test (SHOWN BELOW)

Test the input signal with other devices

Output Test (SHOWN BELOW)

Test the output signal with other devices

Game Reset (SHOWN BELOW)

Reset the data or settings

Date/Time Setting (SHOWN BELOW)

Set the date and time

Language

Choose your language: Chinese, English and

others
Bookkeeping (SHOWN BELOW)

The record of the arcade games totally

Daily Record (SHOWN BELOW)

The record of the arcade games everyday

About this Game

N/A

Back to Game

Back to the game page

BASIC SETTING
- ON/OFF
Free Play

- ON (For free play), OFF (For normal play
with coins insert)

Bonus Mode

Tickets: The prize you get after you hit the
Bonus Score (The highest Score)

- ON/OFF
Tickets Out：

- ON (Tickets will be given after every game),
OFF (Tickets won’t be given after every
game)
- ON/OFF

Demo Music

- ON (Music will be turned on during the
demo), OFF (Music won’t be turned on
during the demo)
- ON/OFF

Memory Save

- ON (The data will be saved automatically
for sudden power-off), OFF (The data won’t
saved automatically for sudden power-off)

Coins Per Games

Default: 2, Max: 200, Min:1

Volume

Default: 10, Max: 10,Min:0, Inc: 1

Back & Save

Back

Save the updated setting and back to the
main menu
Back to the main menu without saving the
updated setting.

GAME SETTING
Client Logo Show

- ON/OFF
- Default: 200, Max:9999

Set Default JP Bonus Of The Game

- The number of tickets will be given as a
bonus or jackpot.

Game Timer1

Game Timer2

Game Timer3

- The time counting of stage1 in second
- Default: 45, Max: 300, Min: 20
- The time counting of stage2 in second
- Default: 45, Max: 300, Min: 20
- The time counting of stage3 in second
- Default: 45, Max: 300, Min: 20

- The time counting of practice time in
Practice Timer

second
- Default: 15, Max: 100, Min: 1

Camera Move Speed

- Default: 10, Max:10, Min: 1

Score Per Ticket

- Default: 4, Max: 300,Min: 1
- Default: 2, Max: 3, Min: 1, Inc: 1

Score(s) Per Jump

- The scores players can gain for every
correct hop

Back & Save

Back

Save the updated setting and back to main
menu
Back to main menu without saving the
updated setting.

INPUT TEST

1P Coin

1P StartButton

- ON/OFF
- 1P Coin machine: ON (Normal), OFF (Error)
- ON/OFF
- 1P Start Button: ON (Normal), OFF (Error)
- 0/1

1P Left Point

- The detection of IR-Sensors on the left of
1P step board
- 0 (Signal off), 1 (Signal on)

1P Center Point

- 0/1
- The detection of IR-Sensors in the center of

1P step board
- 0 (Signal off), 1 (Signal on)
- 0/1
1P Right Point

- The detection of IR-Sensors on the right of
1P step board
- 0 (Signal off), 1 (Signal on)
- ON/OFF

1P Ticket Error

- 1P Ticket Machine: ON (Normal), OFF
(Error)

2P Coin

2P StartButton

- ON/OFF
- 2P Coin machine: ON (Normal), OFF (Error)
- ON/OFF
- 2P Start Button: ON (Normal), OFF (Error)
- 0/1

2P Left Point

- The detection of IR-Sensors on the left of
2P step board
- 0 (Signal off), 1 (Signal on)
- 0/1

2P Center Point

- The detection of IR-Sensors in the center of
2P step board
- 0 (Signal off), 1 (Signal on)
- 0/1

2P Right Point

- The detection of IR-Sensors on the right of
2P step board

- 0 (Signal off), 1 (Signal on)
- ON/OFF
2P Ticket Error

- 2P Ticket Machine: ON (Normal), OFF
(Error)

Back

Back to previous page

P.S. The data of 1P & 2P will be the same for any changes in SINGLE-PLAYER MACHINE.
P.S. If there is error, please go & check the related item.

OUTPUT TEST

1P Ticket Test
2P Ticket Test

Testing the 1P ticket machine whether giving
out tickets normally by sending a signal.
Testing the 2P ticket machine whether giving

out tickets normally by sending a signal.
1P Confirm Light

1P Left Light

1P Right Light

1P Logo Light

1P Screen Light

1P Panel Light

1P Arrow Light
2P Confirm Light
2P Left Light

2P Right Light

2P Logo Light

2P Screen Light

Test the control of the light on the 1P
confirm button
Test the control of the light on the left of the
1P arcade machine
Test the control of the light on the right of
the 1P arcade machine
Test the control of the light on the top of the
1P arcade machine with logo
Test the control of the light around the 1P
screen
Test the control of the light on the 1P step
board
Test the control of the light in arrow shape in
front of the 1P step board
Test the control of the light on the 2P button
Test the control of the light on the left of the
2P arcade machine
Test the control of the light on the right of
the 2P arcade machine
Test the control of the light on the top of the
2P arcade machine with logo
Test the control of the light around the 2P
screen

2P Panel Light

2P Arrow Light

Test the control of the light on the 2P step
board
Test the control of the light in arrow shape in
front of the 2P step board

Back

Back to the main menu

GAME RESET
Factory Restore
Reset Basic Setting
Reset Customized Setting

Clear All Records

Restore to the factory default data and
setting
Reset the saved and updated basic setting
Reset the saved and updated customized
setting
Clear all the datas and records of the
previous games

Clear Owned Ticket

Clear Unused Coin

Turn the re-mainly owned tickets into zero in
data
Turn the unused number of coins into zero in
data

Back

Back to the main menu.

Date / Time Setting

Year

Default: 2019, Max:2100, Min:2010, Inc: 1

Month

N/A

Day

N/A

Hour(24)

N/A

Minute

N/A

Second

N/A

Back & Save

Save the updated setting and back to main
menu

Back

Back to main menu without saving the
updated setting.

Bookkeeping
Player
Coins

Tickets

Player No.1 and Player No.2
A: The number of coins which the coin
machine earned
B: The number of tickets which the ticket
machine given
- The ratio of Tickets and Coins

Payout

- or The number of tickets given per coins
- Payout = B / A

P.S. These Settings are Non-Resettable

DailyRecord
Date

The date of operation

Weekday

N/A

RunTime

The total duration of operation

Coins

Tickets

A: The number of coins which the coin
machine earned on that day
B: The number of tickets which the ticket
machine given on that day
- The ratio of Tickets and Coins

Payout

- or The number of tickets given per coins
- Payout = B / A

4. ERROR CODE

ERROR PICTURE

ERROR

DESCRIPTION

CHECK POINT
1. CHECK CONNECTION, NO
SWITCH ON 1P COIN MACHINE

1P COIN MACHINE (IF IT IS ON CONNECTION,
SENSOR ERROR

CHANGE TO ON AND REBOOT)
2. CHECK SENSOR OF 1P COIN

N/A

MACHINE

COIN
MACHINE

1. CHECK CONNECTION, NO
SWITCH ON 2P COIN MACHINE
2P COIN MACHINE (IF IT IS ON CONNECTION,
SENSOR ERROR

CHANGE TO ON AND REBOOT)
2. CHECK SENSOR OF 2P COIN
MACHINE
1. CHECK TICKET JAM OR STOCK

TICKET
ERROR

1P TICKET
DISPENSING
ERROR

OF 1P TICKET MACHINE
2. CHECK SENSOR OR MOTOR
OF 1P TICKET MACHINE
3. REPLACE IT IF PROBLEM
REMAINS

2P TICKET

1. CHECK TICKET JAM OR STOCK

DISPENSING
ERROR

OF 2P TICKET MACHINE
2. CHECK SENSOR OR MOTOR
OF 2P TICKET MACHINE
3. REPLACE IT IF PROBLEM
REMAINS
1. CHECK USB CONNECTION

SIGNAL
ERROR

I/O BOARD
CONNECTION
ERROR

BETWEEN MK BOX AND I/O
BOARD
2. REPLACE MK BOX AND I/O
BOARD IF PROBLEM REMAINS

NOTICE

SOMETHINGS

THE STAFF

ERROR

1. NOTICE THE STAFF COME &
CHECK THE ERROR

